2018-19 Program Review – Instructional
Program Overview
Please verify the mission statement for your program. If there is no mission statement listed, please add it
here.

Our mission is to empower students through Business education to seize initiative secure their chosen
economic outcomes. We focus on the self-starter/owner/manager and provide Instruction that
emphasizes online commerce, entrepreneurship, and transfer goals. We foster a culture of
empowerment and impact on politics and public policy through Business. We deliver career education
in existing methods of business operation; accounting, finance, retail, sales, and marketing, while
conveying modern management methods and techniques suited to the emerging workforce.
List your Faculty and/or Staff

Bailey II,Jerry Louis
Gordon Brown,Karen
Maultsby-Lute,Carrie
Mofidi,Fereshteh
Ogden,Carl H.
Shah,Bashir
Shahbazi,Shahbaz
Smith,Kenneth
Zendehnam,Vida

The Program Goals below are from your most recent Program Review or APU. If none are listed, please
add your most recent program goals. Then, indicate the status of this goal, and which College and District
goal your program goal aligns to. If your goal has been completed, please answer the follow up question
regarding how you measured the achievement of this goal.

Our department currently offers 12 degrees and certificates:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

AA degree in Accounting
AA degree in Administrative office Systems and Applications
AA degree in Administrative Assistant
AS-T degree in Business Administration
AA degree in Business Information Processing
AA degree in General Business
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7. Business Management Certificate of Achievement
8. Entrepreneurship Certificate of Achievement
9. Legal Office Assistant Certificate of Achievement
10. Retail Management Certificate of Achievement
11. Human Resources Certificate of Achievement
12. Small Business Management Certificate of Achievement
However the BI report on completions over the last 3 years shows awards for only 6
of these programs. The most recent (2017-2018) award report shows these to be
2017-18
ACCOUNTING
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
GENERAL BUSINESS
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

AA

AS-T
11
11

COA

Total

5
8

6

28

COP

1

8

6

6
4
10

16
19
0
7
6
4
52

Our programs curriculum and certificate provides the educational credit necessary
for students to be able to enter to the job market as well as transferring to 4-year
colleges or universities. In the 2015-2018 period we had nearly 3,256 students
complete BUS courses with Merritt. Yet only 120 (3.7%) of that number earned for
program awards which means 96% of our students take BUS courses at Merritt but
complete programs at other colleges. This means our current mode of operating will
suffer greatly under the new funding formula which prioritize program completion.
Our major need at this time is for funding to hire one fulltime faculty to bring
student centered focus to the discipline; sustain the programs that attract students,
motivate them to earn awards, and build new programs that students want to
complete. We will meet with counselors to help identify the best times of day to
offer classes for students. We will seek to expand the range of students we serve
through updated curriculum informed by an Industry Advisory Board. We need to
examine the programs that have not had significant if any awards in the last 3 years
for deactivation.
Many students want to become entrepreneurs especially in software and
technology. Yet our entrepreneur program confers only a Certificate of Proficiency
with too few units to be eligible for financial aid. This is a prime candidate for faculty
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attention to build it into a program reflective of our community’s expressed needs
and interest.
We need part-time classified assistant to present a responsive face to students
seeking advice and information on BUS courses. We need to upgrade our classroom
equipment, chairs, desks and other necessities for instruction using modern
technology.

Describe your current utilization of facilities, including labs and other space
We use primarily one lab in P 103 and one classroom for lecture, P 111. The software in the laboratory is
out of date and not well aligned with the type of business information systems currently used by industry.
We currently do not have sufficient office space for faculty to do instructional preparation and other
essential duties outside of the classroom. This places a burden on our adjuncts who do not have a secure
place to store material and must resort to traveling with a full complement of instructional material and
student work.

Enrollment Trends

Enrollment Trends Power BI dashboard
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Note: Please consider the most recent 3 years when answering the questions below.
Set the filters above to your discipline, and discuss enrollment trends over the past three years
We have 3% growth on offering classes to our community. Our goal for next five years to increase our
classes and sections by 20% to be able to serve our community. In addition, encourage our management
to give at least three classes to our adjunct faculty members in order to retain quality teachers and keep
our students in our programs until they achieve their certificate, transfer or degree.

Set the filter above to consider whether the time of day each course is offered meets the needs of
students.
Online (is most attractive to generation y and Z of our community), Weekdays and nights, and Weekend
classes. Offering more business, economics and accounting classes to local high schools’ dual enrollment
(pathway to community college). In addition, offering non-credit classes to local community. We offered
only one evening class during this period and it was not very productive.

Are courses scheduled in a manner that meets student needs and demands? How do you know?
The data of 2018 shows our transfer students increased by 3%. We are working closely with counseling
department at high school and Merritt College. Our goal is to offer online/hybrid, weekdays, weekend
and night business, accounting and economics classes to Merritt and local high school to satisfy the need
of transfer and certificate students.

Describe effective and innovative teaching strategies used by faculty to increase student learning and
engagement.
The Business department has partnered with Facebook to develop the “Level Up” program providing
instruction in online and social media marketing. It is offered in hybrid fashion primarily online with one
or two scheduled meeting sessions. By using Distance Education as part of instruction, students improve
their skills in navigating web sites, transferring assets and files between workstations and servers, and
get in-depth experience in browsers and other tools of online business. We have started offering classes
such as international ecommerce and global marketing to encourage students to travel globally to view
and learn the different aspect of business in different countries be able to compare business markets
How is technology used by the discipline, department?
The discipline has not fully leveraged technology either in instruction, recruitment, or program
development. BUS has engaged with Merritt Technology faculty to develop new technology focused
programs like the Digital Marketing partnership with Facebook and Pathstream. For instruction, we need
to formulate new ways of engaging students with new and up-to-date computer software. We need our
lab configurations to be more flexible, and support a wider complement of up-to-date software. We
need to more actively utilize smart classrooms to enrich online classes with more modes of engagement
and support time-shifting in Distance Education. More faculty needs to be trained on Canvas, skype,
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Facebook, WhatsApp, Instagram, and LinkedIn. BUS should engage with Technology to explore and
recommend improvements to the Merritt website. We should create student internship opportunities for
digital and social media marketing and application of mobile technology to recruitment.

How does the discipline, department, or program maintain the integrity and consistency of academic
standards with all methods of delivery, including face to face, hybrid, and Distance Education courses?
We support faculty development of curriculum and programs by expanding relationships with business
practitioners. Through engagement with industry partners like Facebook, we leverage domain expertise
to build a BUS discipline partnership to develop the “Level UP” Digital Marketing program.
Our goal in recruiting additional partners to our Industry Advisory Board is to formulate more of these
programs, informed by domain experts, that reflect the needs of our students and community.
Curriculum
Please review your course outlines of record in CurricUNet Meta to determine if they have been updated
or deactivated in the past three years. Specify when your department will update each one, within the next
three years.
All of our courses updated by the faculty members in CurricUNet and monitoring each semester to make
sure our courses are updated. We plan to review the Distance Education addenda four our existing hybrid
and online courses to reflect the latest guidelines. We will be reviewing our programs with counselors to
identify best times and locations to offer sections.

CurriQunet Meta
Please summarize the Discipline, Department or program of study plans for curriculum plans for
improvement. Below, please provide details for individual course improvement. Add plans for new courses
here.

We plan to review active certificates and degrees to see which have been awarded within the last five
years. This will inform the conversation which ones to prioritize which ones to deactivate. We will
examine the language we use to describe our programs to the communities we serve. This is done to
attract and retain enrollment. programs and courses for updates. We will explore International
ecommerce certificate that match with the District International study abroad program.

Assessment – Instructional
Student Learning Outcomes Assessment
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List your Student Learning Outcomes
The SLO for following courses have been updated.

E-COM/ENTREPRENEUR

ELEMENTS/SUPERVISION
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
FINANCIAL LITERACY
GENERAL ACCOUNTING
HR MANAGEMENT
HUMAN RELATIONS/BUS
INTRO TO BUS LAW
INTRO TO BUSINESS
INTRO TO MARKETING
PRINCIPLE OF RETALING
MANAGERIAL ACCTG
PRINCIPLES OF MGMT
PSYCH/HUMAN RELATION
SMALL BUSINESS MGMT

Were there any obstacles experienced during assessment? What worked well? (Mainly based on evidence
in the report, attach other evidence as necessary)
Omitted the system Task-Stream in the middle of the fall 2018 semester caused problem for all business
faculty members to update their classes’ SLO

What percent of your programs have been assessed? (mainly based on evidence in the report, attach
other evidence as necessary; note: a complete program assessment means all Program Learning
Outcomes (PLOs) have been assessed for that program)
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70% of our program assessed fully.

How has your dept worked together on assessment (planning together)? Describe how your dept works
well on assessment? Describe things that went well or obstacles. What aspects of assessment work went
especially well in your department and what improvements are most needed?
Monthly meeting to review all courses to find out what need to be completed before semester done.

Collaboration
Collaborating with counseling department, Real Estate, Technology ASMC, FIRE (EMT), Criminal justice,
canvas community, Business Advisor and library and Division Deans and CTE Dean.

Leadership Roles
General Business & Business Administration – Fereshteh Mofidi
Human Resources – Karen Gordon Brown
Digital Marketing – Carrie Maultsby-Lute
Economics and Dual Enrollment – Kenneth Smith
Small Business – Carl Ogden & Carrie Maultsby-Lute
Planning Process
Currently the Business & Technology monthly department meetings are the primary method of
communication and planning. BUS needs to form an Advisory board to explore issues that are specific
to Business and look for opportunities to partner with other disciplines.

Dept meetings for Collaboration
There currently is not a process in place for sustained collaboration. Collaboration is primarily disjointed
email initiated on a ad-hoc basis. The department will re-examine past practices to adapt and improve
engagement between adjuncts and full time faculty. Options include better use of shared storage such
as Google docs, Dropbox, Sharepoint, Microsoft Teams, and ConferZoom.
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Data Analysis
A missing piece of information in assessment is why BUS students leave Merritt to complete programs
at other colleges. We may seek assistance in formulating an exit survey and ways to identify students
who have decided to leave. We may tap into the Guided Pathways pillars 2 and 3 to discover ways to
identify an address students.
What were the most important things your department learned from assessment? Did implementation of
your action plans result in better student learning? In other words, how has your department used the
results of assessment to improve student learning and/or curriculum? Please be as detailed as possible.
That we do not have an effective program level view of our students and awards. Too few students are
seeking completion awards so we cannot correlate findings across courses in a program. At a time
when we need to discover a better combination of programs and courses to serve students, our microfocus on individual courses in half of our programs does not provide indicators of student direction
and desires. DEAN of SWF Note: There may be serious coding errors with Business and Real Estate
courses that is causing a failure to properly track student success.
Does your department participate in the assessment of multidisciplinary programs? If Yes, Describe your
department's participation and what you learned from the assessment of the program that was applicable
to your own discipline.
No.

Does your department participate in your college's Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILOs) assessment? If
Yes, Please describe your departments participation in assessing Institutional Learning Outcomes.
We participate by mapping our SLO and PLO for courses to ILO in Curricunet.

What support does your department need from administrators, assessment coordinators and/or your
campus assessment committee to continue to make progress in assessment of outcomes and
implementation of action plans?
We need support for stable repository for assessment from which we can generate useful metrics and
reports.
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Please verify the mission statement for your program. If there is no mission statement listed, please add it
here.

Our mission is to empower students through Business education to seize initiative secure their chosen
economic outcomes.
Our enrollment disaggregated by age show that our students are primarily in the 15-29 range. These
are students who are just starting their academic careers and they choose business. However, the
completion metrics show that only 10% of the students that start with Merritt Business course
complete a Merritt Business program. This requires some self-reflection on the part of the department
to better align with serving our students. We have begun the process by talking with counselors; a
mandatory point of contact for all students and may present insights department faculty cannot
observe.
Course Completion
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Course Completion Power BI Dashboard
Consider your course completion rates over the past three years (% of student who earned a grade of "C"
–or better).
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Use the filters on the top and right of the graphs to disaggregate your program or discipline data. When
disaggregated, are there any groups whose course completion rate falls more than 3% points below the
discipline average? If so, indicate yes and explain what your department is doing to address the
disproportionate impact for the group.
Age
Our completion is fairly consistent across all the age groups. The oldest group which is most likely not
interested in an award is where we see the lowest numbers.

Ethnicity
We see completion rates from 51% (Afr. Am.) to 88% (Am. Ind.) This variance seems largely due to the
number of students in each category 1,116 (Afr. Am.) versus 18 (Am. Ind.) This does indicate an
underperformance in BUS completions for this demographic and that needs to be addressed. The BUS
department needs to do some Root Cause Analysis to discern the essential issues that create this gap.
Gender
We are seeing parity in completion across genders which rages from 60% to 63%. This compares favorably
with the Merritt standard of 69% but also indicates a need for improvement.
Foster Youth Status
Our foster youth completion rates exceed the Merritt set standard.

Disability Status
DSPS has been steadily building since 2015 from 52% to 59%. We still have to make significant effort to get
to the Merritt metric of 69% We may find some improvement through technology refresh which will make a
broader range of accommodation possible in our classrooms and laboratories.
Low Income Status
Our low income completion rate has remained fairly stable at 61%. We can improve this by increasing
engagement with Dual Enrollment in OUSD. The 2019 District Flex presentation by OUSD on Dual
Enrollment showed significant gains in degrees earned by Low Income youth who participated in Dual
Enrollment. By increasing the number of BUS courses we should see significant impact to completion for
this demographic especially when coupled with initiatives to retain the youth demographic and motivate
them to earn awards.
Veteran Status
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Veteran completion rates vary between 55% and 64% and seem closely linked to the number people
enrolled. With the small cohort size (10-14) it is a challenge to discover ways to improve completion
outcomes.
Consider your course completion rates over the past three years by mode of instruction. What do you
observe?
Face-to-Face
Face-to-Face is fairly stable and a bit lower (58%-65%) than the Merritt standard of 69.

Hybrid
Hybrid completion has remained fairly flat varying between 60% and 62%.

100% Online
We are seeing significant variance in completion (100%-67%) in the on 100% online enrollment. This compares
favorably to the Merritt standard.

Dual Enrollment
Dual Enrollment completion varies between 68% and 100%. This is one reason why it is such an important
area for BUS to focus on as it revamps its courses and programs.

Day time
We are not seeing significant variance (60% to 70%) in completion based on time of day.

Evening
Evening completion rates vary between 58% and 62%.

How do the course completion rates for your program or discipline compare to your college's InstitutionSet Standard for course completion?
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The Discipline completion rate of 63% has been steady through the last cycle and below the college rate of
69%. There has not been much change in our courses and programs through the last cycle so we have not
improved.
How do the department's Hybrid course completion rates compare to the college course completion
standard?
Hybrid course completion rates of 60% - 62% are lower than the college course completion standard.

Are there differences in course completion rates between face to face and Distance Education/hybrid
courses? If so, how does the discipline, department or program deal with this situation? How do you
assess the overall effectiveness of Distance Education/hybrid course?
We do not see significant differences in completion between the different modes of offering instruction.
However not all courses are offered in all modes of Distance Education/hybrid scheduling.

Describe the course retention rates over the last three years. If your college has an Institution-Set
Standard for course retention, how does your program or discipline course retention rates compare to the
standard?
Course retention rates of 77%-82% largely track with the college retention rates. However this obscures
the fact that while students may be completing courses, they are not completing Merritt programs and
receiving awards.

What has the discipline, department, or program done to improve course completion and retention rates?
There has not been an updated plan to improve course completion and retention in our existing
programs. We hope to improve completion and retention by adding new courses and programs driven by
data and evidence provided by workforce sector navigators.
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Degrees & Certificates Conferred
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Degrees & Certificates Power BI dashboard
What has the discipline, department, or program done to improve the number of degrees and certificates
awarded? Include the number of degrees and certificates awarded by year, for the past three years.
The discipline has not made much change in its inventory of awards in this last program review cycle.
The fact that only 6 out of 12 programs generated awards in this period means that they are due for
deactivation, and should be replaced by more relevant programs. We will act on assessment data to
improve retention of the age 15-29 demographic; typically first-time college goers seeking business
skills to improve their earnings. We are losing too many of these energetic and excited students.

Over the next 3 years, will you be focusing on increasing the number of degrees and certificates awarded?
We will be formulating new awards that are responsive to the dominant industries of the area. The
Digital Marketing program developed with the support of Facebook which sponsors curriculum support
with Pathstream has generated a lot of excitement. This represents training for our community in the
dominant form of Marketing today and for the foreseeable future. We will seek to cultivate and extend
this relationship to explore a Business Analyst program.

What is planned for the next 3 years to increase the number of certificates and degrees awarded?
Creation of at least 2 new certificate and degree programs.
1) Level Up Digital Marketing Program in conjunction with Facebook and Pathstream
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2) Creation of Business Analyst program. Business Analysts use Data Science company and product
performance. The following presentation of the Business Analyst was made at the March 5, 2019 Business
and Technology Meeting. Among the things discussed were that most of the courses already exist in the
Merritt curriculum, many positions accept the associates degree for entry, jobs exist both locally and
nationwide as do baccalaureate programs.
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Engagement
Discuss how faculty and staff have engaged in institutional efforts such as committees, presentations, and
departmental activities. Please list the committees that full-time faculty participate in.
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The faculty has attended several Career Education (CE) committee meetings.

Discuss how faculty and staff have engaged in community activities, partnerships and/or collaborations.
There have been no active community partnerships to date.

Discuss how adjunct faculty members are included in departmental training, discussions, and decisionmaking.
Primary discussion happens at the Business and Technology department meetings. Data such as labor
market information on emerging workforce sectors drive discussion. Where other BUS and TECH
disciplines supplement this meeting with Industry Advisory Board meetings for CIS and RLEST this has
not been the case for BUS. There have been ad-hoc project focused working groups, but not the
sustained regular engagements that inform direction of curriculum.

Prioritized Resource Requests Summary
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In the boxes below, please add resource requests for your program. If there are no resource requested,
leave the boxes blank.

Resource Category
Personnel: Classified Staff
½ Classified

Personnel: Student Worker
4 Student Workers

Personnel: Part Time Faculty
3 Adjuncts

Personnel: Full Time Faculty
1 Full Time Faculty

Estimated
Annual
Salary Costs

Estimated
Annual
Benefits
Costs

Total
Estimated
Cost

Shared classified resource
with other Disciplines to
provide phone support
and assistance in
managing advisory board
memberships, and
documentation of
discipline minutes in
support of new programs

40,000

20,000

60,000

Execute outreach and
marketing initiatives. Gain
occupational work
experience in Business

20,000

Adjuncts that bring
expertise in technology
business to support the
interests of students in
entrepreneur programs

60,000

30,000

90,000

Develop new programs
and curriculum to attract
students; Build
relationships with industry
and recruit advisory
board. Extend
partnerships with
supporters like Facebook
to access best practices
for digital marketing,
business analyst sectors.

80,000

40,000

120,000

Description/Justification

20,000
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Resource Category

Description/Justification

Professional Development:
Department wide PD needed

Total
Estimated
Cost

Professional Development:
Personal/Individual PD needed

Prioritized Resource Requests Summary - Continued

Resource Category
Supplies: Software
Licenses for Updating Versions
Business Software

Description/Justification
Updates to office suite, accounting packages, and
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software for
operations and instruction in best practices

Total
Estimated
Cost
27,500

Supplies: Books, Magazines,
and/or Periodicals
Supplies: Instructional
Supplies
Supplies: Non-Instructional
Supplies
Supplies: Library Collections
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Resource Category
Technology & Equipment: New
Virtual Desktop Interface (VDI)
Appliances for student
workstations as part of Shared CE
Information Skills Platform
Technology & Equipment:
Replacement

Description/Justification
28 workstations - VDI hardware, keyboard, display, Mice

Total
Estimated
Cost
27,000

Prioritized Resource Requests Summary - Continued

Resource Category
Facilities: Classrooms
Furniture - Updated desks and power
distribution
Facilities: Offices
Industry Working/Meeting Space

Facilities: Labs

Description/Justification

Total
Estimated
Cost

Students bring their own devices to class for use in
addition to fixed workstations. Current furniture does
not provide sufficient power outlets.

17,500

We currently do not have a room properly equipped for
working meetings with industry advisors and faculty.
Need to equip one of the offices with whiteboard,
projector, and screen.

6,250

Facilities: Other
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Resource Category

Description/Justification

Total
Estimated
Cost

Description/Justification

Total
Estimated
Cost

Library: Library materials

Library: Library collections

Resource Category
OTHER
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